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In this paper we present first experimental results about a small group of people ex-
changing private and public messages in a virtual community. Our goal is the study of
the cognitive network that emerges during a chat seance. We used the Derrida coefficient
and the triangle structure under the working assumption that moods and perceived mu-
tual affinity can produce results complementary to a full semantic analysis. The most
outstanding outcome is the difference between the network obtained considering publicly
exchanged messages and the one considering only privately exchanged messages: in the
former case, the network is very homogeneous, in the sense that each individual interacts
in the same way with all the participants, whilst in the latter the interactions among
different agents are very heterogeneous, and are based on “the enemy of my enemy is
my friend”strategy. Finally a recent characterization of the triangular cliques has been
considered in order to describe the intimate structure of the network. Experimental re-
sults confirm recent theoretical studies indicating that certain 3-vertex structures can be
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used as indicators for the network aging and some relevant dynamical features.
Keywords: social systems; experimental sociophysics; cognitive dynamical structures.
1. Introduction
The behavior of a single human being is not always reducible to the physiologi-
cal and psychological processes alone. The presence of a large number of factors
affecting the psychological processes has aﬄicted the research of both the infor-
mative experimental observables and the simple and effective models of cognition.
The factorial analysis and other sophisticated statistical procedures [28, 29] clearly
demonstrated the complexity of the human behavior and the necessity to include
in such analysis the role of the environmental information factors, elaborated and
filtered by the cognition.
While in classical cognitive models the influence of the individual characteristics
on the social dynamics was considered to be predominant, the understanding of the
role of the group, drove the Social Cognition Psychology toward the definition of
new concepts [16–18]. Since the works of Kurt Lewin [4], the Psychological Field,
hereafter PF for short, has been the main concept that has merged the cognitive
psychological theories – i.e. the study of the single human mental processes and the
social psychology constructs.
At the same time, sociology and social psychology offered a new perspective:
the group structure of interacting humans is a crucial factor affecting the individual
psychological processes and the efficiency of problem solving tasks [6, 5]; moreover
this provide also a reliable proxy the the group dynamics [11].
The PF theory essentially underlines that individual’s acts, for instance
thoughts, decisions, behaviors, are originated by a series of “fast, frugal and
smart”mental processes named cognitive heuristics [9, 8, 7] that are affected by
the individual internal characteristics but also by the “psychological environmental
features”. The latter being defined by the social cognition [19, 20] as the ensemble
of all external factors affecting the human decisional processes. The experimental
measures of PF is a complex task, given human ability in detecting non-semantic
messages and their influence on the emotional content. However, nowadays there
is the possibility of performing experiments using a computer interface, and there-
fore to measure many components of communication, the only source of ambiguity
remaining in the semantic contents of the exchanged messages.
The goal of our experiment was to discover the strategies (heuristics) that the
subjects adopted to cope with the social problem posed by the tasks: assess own
affinity with others in presence and absence of an imposed topic. In the second task
we furthermore asked the participants to reach consensus at least in some groups.
In particular, we wanted to design an experimental controlled setting and a set of
related procedures, in order to detect the effects due to the subjects PF features.
Moreover we made the working assumption that moods and perceived mutual affin-
ity can produce results complementary to a full semantic analysis. Our results will
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rely on the perception of the PF by the involved agents. We have thus developed a
chatline allowing us to record the interactions among a group of ten participants [21].
The environment mimics an unstructured group of initially unknown agents. Each
member can communicate with all the agents at once, i.e. through a public com-
munication channel; a second private channel exists, allowing each agent to choose
to which address his/her messages. The chat interface has been designed in order
to easily detect the mood and the target of the messages, but also the “perception
of the others”, through the exploitation of dedicated tools on the interface (i.e. the
private radar). Eventually all such information can be merged together to spatially
represent the perception of the social geometry of the group, that we consider to
be affected mainly by the subjects PF.
We also propose an analysis of the group stability by studying the excess/defect
of polarized triangles in the resulting social network, i.e. triangles whose links can
have positive and/or negative content. Because of our working assumption, the
social network has been built considering both the number of messages and their
mood. Finally the number of the three vertex cliques (i.e. triangles) can be easily
carried out by standard techniques. Szell et al. [3] have shown that such structures
can be used to accurately describe the cognitive network and can be related to
the cognitive task which is shaping the network structure itself. Some of these
structures can became “unstable”depending on the constraints of the task, and this
should happen when they are not effective or useful to solve the social problem the
agents are faced to. Hence the excess/defect of such polarized triangles constitutes
a good experimental observable for the characterization of the cognitive tasks and
of the cognitive strategies used by both the subjects and the “group entity”to solve
the social problem [2].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the experimental tool
and we define the main observables exploited in the data analysis. The samples and
the experimental procedures are then introduced and the statistical and network
analyses are described in subsections 2.2 and 2.3. Finally, the results are illustrated
and discussed in sections 3 and 4.
2. The Experimental framework
The proposed framework is composed by a chatline interface, a computer room and
a server used to record all the activities: messages exchanged, associated mood,
personal perception of mutual affinities, etc ...
2.1. Chatline
The chatline interface is composed by two textual windows, one for communicating
with the rest of participants in a public way, and one to communicate with a selected
one in a private way (Fig. 1).
To keep agent’s anonymity and to remove the influences due to the visual per-
ception of each agents, we have included in the interface two “radars”, where the
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Fig. 1. Chat interface
avatars representing the other participants may be placed. Radars are labelled as
Public and Private: the public one can be seen by all other agents and each agent
can only move his/her own avatar. The agents have to move the avatars according
their perceived proximity with the others. On the other hand, on each private radar,
owner agent can move all other avatars while his/her own is blocked in the center.
In this way we offer an equivalent of the non-verbal communications (the public
radars) similar to change place so to be closer to a given person, and a mnemonic
aid (the private radar) for the representation of others’ identities and their perceived
social proximity, as seen by each user.
In order to reinforce this interpretation, messages are darker the closer is the
sender to receiver in the public radar, and vice versa becoming clear the farther
the sender. This is because as in real life a person often tend to interact more with
people which feels closer to him/her, then here we wanted to have the same effect.
Moreover, this setting makes the communication among individuals more efficient.
Finally, as already states, each message can be characterized by the sender with
a “mood”, represented by a small icon with thumb up, down or neutral. For an
exhaustive description of the tool the interested reader can consult reference [21].
From each communication channel, private and public textual chats and private
radar, we have extracted the relevant events from the log file, and computed several
indicators to describe both the communication and the cognitive network. Since the
semantic content of a message crucially depends on the cultural context, and having
already scheduled future experiments with people coming from different countries
(and cultures), we decided to base our analysis only on the timing and number of
messages exchanged by agents [23]. Of course the semantic aspects represent a very
relevant dimension to analyze and such analysis will require a dedicated work.
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2.2. Sample and Procedures
The experimental sample is composed by 100 volunteer students of the Psychology
Faculty of the University of Florence (Italy). All participants were Italians with an
age ranging from 20 to 26.
The 100 participants have been randomly assigned to one of the 10 experimental
sessions each one composed thus by 10 individuals; we stratified the sample in
equivalent clusters in order to obtain sessions where people do not know each other.
The sample was also stratified on the base of the gender to obtain experiments with
5 males and 5 females. The experimental setting was located into a computer room
of the Psychology Faculty, and the ten computer locations have been enclosed in
kiosks so that no subject could see the others. The experiment duration was of 60
minutes organized in two parts, a first 15 minutes long training phase where the
software interface was illustrated and the task requirements administered, and a 45
minutes long experimental phase of virtual interaction.
After a random assignment of a nick name and of a position in the laboratory, all
the subjects were instructed throughout a standardized slide presentation on how
to use the chat interface and the task requirements. They were asked to accomplish
one of the two tasks during the session, labelled respectively as Blank and Topic
modality.
The Blank modality was designed as “control task“and consequently its target
was to introduce the smallest possible number of constraints and possible biases.
Accordingly, we selected a daily solved social problem, estimating the affinity with
another subject by freely chatting for 45 minutes. The participants could interact
using public and private rooms, and were explicitly asked to assess their perceived
affinity with the others and reporting them on the private radar before the end of
the experiments. The affinity with someone was defined as the perceived degree of
similarity in terms of opinions, beliefs and attitudes.
The Topic modality was designed to introduce a first constraint affecting the
same task as before (and maybe/presumably the psychological field). Subjects were
asked to participate in a role game where they belonged to an ethic committee that
was charged to reform the law that controls the researches involving animals. The
requirements were to discuss about the given topic, developing before the end of the
experiment one or more shared ethical positions, and assessing the affinity space
accordingly [27].
2.3. Statistical and Structural Analysis
By analyzing the log files of the experimental sessions we extracted all the ob-
servables useful to describe the communications and the perceived affinity among
subjects.
We define a Markov matrix where each element M tij represents the probability
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to observe a message from the subject i to the subject j at time t,
M tij =
W tij∑N
k=1W
t
ik
, (1)
where W tij is the number of messages sent by i to j until time t.
The major role in our investigation is played by the affinity space, that is the
n − 1 dimensional space determined by the overlapping of the n subjects’ affinity
spaces. Since subjects were asked to indicate their perceived affinity with the others
by using their private radars, affinity is assumed to correlate with the distance
among the icons. At the beginning, the distance among icons for all the private
radars is 0.25, half of the radius of the radar’s circle. We define the affinity variable
as
δtij = 2d
t
ij , (2)
where dtij ∈ (0, 0.5) is the distance between individual i and j in the private radar
of individual i and δtij ∈ (0, 1) is the perceived affinity of j that i has at time t. For
sake of simplicity we consider only the final state of the affinity space, that is, the
final state of the ten private radars at the end of the 45′ experiment.
The social distance δtij , Eq. (2), has been used to represent the affinity network
perceived by the subjects. Finally, δij has been used to study the structure of the
cognitive networks shaped by the tasks and the communicative precursors of the
final perceived affinity.
The structural analysis has considered the networks defined by the spaces taken
into account.
For all the subjects the normalized average activity for the 9 spaces were cal-
culated. Concerning the private radar, since each subject has his/her own strategy
for managing his/her private radar, i.e., imposes a personal metrics to the displace-
ments of icons, we first normalized all the rough original distances,
δ̂ij =
δij −mink(δik)
maxk(δik)−mink(δik) , (3)
and converted them to binary values,
∆ij =
{
+1, if δ̂ij < 0.5,
−1, if δ̂ij > 0.5.
(4)
At end of this procedure we have two groups for each individual, according to
the value of ∆ij . This variable was used to investigate the mutual affinity of the
subjects, comparing the groups defined from this observables with respect to the
registered communication’s dimensions. We adopted the Student t-test for indepen-
dent samples in order to compare the averages of the two groups, considering only
those dimensions characterized by a t-value larger than 2.
The group level analysis required a different approach due to the peculiar setting
represented by the small group dynamics. The most used indicators for describing
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the group structure are based on the concept of cluster, but in psychology it is
known that there are different nested structures, with different strengths, sizes and
characteristics for the human social networks. In order to take into account this fact
we defined a clustering spectrum as follows. Given a threshold parameter p in the
interval (0, 1), the number of final clusters for the space considered is obtained by
comparing the elements of matrix M to p.
Mˆij =
{
1 if M
tfin
ij > p,
0 if M
tfin
ij < p.
(5)
In practice, we define two individuals as connected if when the experiment has
finished their probability to exchange a message is larger then a threshold p. The
group structure can be consequently represented by plotting the number of clusters
in Mˆ versus p.
Given the small size of the analyzed networks, we considered not only the number
of clusters but also their relative size by computing the Derrida coefficient [30],
DMˆ (p) =
k∑
i=0
S2i (p)
N2
, (6)
where DM (p) is the Derrida coefficient for the matrix M with threshold p, Si(p) is
the size of the cluster i and N is the size of entire network.
To obtain a more in-depth representation of the cognitive network, we develop
a criterion based on the affinity space to characterize the links among subjects
as positive, neutral or negative. First we computed for each subject the average
distance of the icons from the centre in his/her private radar,
δi =
∑N
j 6=i;j=1 δij
N − 1 , (7)
so to define an individual radar metrics. Then we considered as positive the rela-
tions with those icons positioned closer than the average distance. The relations
were supposed as mild negative if the distances between icons were larger than the
averages but lower than the icons initial distance (0.25), while they were labelled
negative if the icons were also farther away from the center than the initial distance.
Finally we built the resulting network adjacency matrix Aij with the following rules:
we create a positive link between two nodes if both the relations were positive (i.e.
δij < δi and δji < δi), in all the remaining cases we create a negative link.
The discretization of the links allowed to compute the number of polarized
3-vertex cliques, or triangles. The triangles, where each vertex represents an indi-
vidual, are the 3-cliques of the network created by means of equation (5). The four
possible triangles are represented in Fig. 2, and have been labelled as X,Y ,Ω and
W -triangles.
For each experiment we compared the number of triangles of each type with
the average number of the polarized triangles in 100 networks containing 10 nodes
and generated by randomly assigning the same number of positive and negative
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Fig. 2. The 3-Vertex cliques (triangles) are efficient indicators of a network structure. In the cog-
nitive networks is frequently possible to characterize the links, for instance as positive or negative,
in this case there are only 4 possible undirected triangles (e.g. X-Full Positive (+++);Y-Hybrid
Positive (+-+); Ω -Hybrid Negative (–+); W-Full Negative (—)).
links, and eventually computing a z -score for each of triangle types, a dimensionless
quantity that indicates how many standard deviations an observation or datum is
above or below the mean. As usual, we adopted as a threshold the value of z = 1.96
that indicates a result corresponding to a marginal probability of 5%.
3. Results
All the experiments look very similar in terms of nodes’ activity for the public
environment, while they show a great variability in the private messages space. We
report two generic examples in Fig. 3, for the Blank and the Topic modality. The
public activity of all nodes seem to converge towards a typical value and appear to
become quite stable after the first half of the experiment. This behavior appears to
be the same for all the 10 experiments. The typical value of the average number
of messages variates more among experiments than between the two experimental
modalities.
The weighted centrality of the 10 subjects within this space appears to converge
for all the experiments to the critical value of 1N(N−1) , i.e., the value of a fully
connected network.
On the contrary, the participant activity in the private space shows a high
variability, as reported in Fig. 4.
We analyzed the quantitative differences between the Blank and Topic com-
municative behavior of the group by means of the ANOVA. We have reported in
Table 1 the communicative variables that are significantly different between the
two experimental conditions. The Blank unconstrained modality is characterized
by a larger number of messages than the Topic modality. This quantitative trend
describes also the number of messages directed to a single agent as well as the total
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Fig. 3. Time evolution of the average agents’ normalized activity in the public space (average
number of messages per minute), for both Blank modality (left) and Topic modality (Right)
Fig. 4. Time evolution of the agents’ normalized activity in the private space (average number of
messages per minute), for both Blank modality (left) and Topic modality (right)
number of positive messages.
Interestingly, only the positive mood seems to be able to discriminate between
the two experiments, while the negative messages do not appear to differ signifi-
cantly.
Concerning the private radar management (i.e., the affinity assessment process),
the average number of displacements on the radar has been larger for the topic
modality as well as the average normalized distance among the icons.
We investigate the differences in private radar behavior with respect to the ex-
perimental modality by means of the Student t analysis, Table 2. We considered the
two groups defined by the Eq. 4 comparing the typical behaviors towards a close
agent with that towards a far one, for both the Blank and the Topic cases. The
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Table 1. Analisys of Variance between Blank and Topic related variables
Communicative Variable F Blank Topic
Messages 8.54* 310 228
Directed messages 23.21* 38 21
Positive messages 34.22* 23 8
Public Messages 7.31* 296 222
Public Positive Messages 21.28* 203 96
Private Messages 8.77* 14 6
Private Positive Messages 19.31* 6 1
Displacements: Private Radar 7.92* 1.4 2.4
Average Distance: Private Radar 11.81* .098 .123
* : p. < .01
typical strategy for the Blank modality seems to be quite evident using the com-
municative variables we have registered. Agents exchange more messages with their
inner circle than with the outer one. The variables which appear to be significantly
affected by the task are the total number of positive messages, and the number of
public and private total and positive messages.
Remarkably, no significant difference emerges for the topic modality, where the
strategy assessment of affinity seems to be unrelated with the communicative dy-
namics.
Table 2. Student t on communicative variables between Close (A) and Far (B) agents on the
private radar
Blank modality
Variable t A B
Average Radar Distance - 0.31 0.82
Global Messages 4.84* 0.15 0.10
Positive Global Messages 3.22* 0.15 0.09
Public Messages 3.53* 0.13 0.10
Public Positive Messages 3.26* 0.12 0.10
Private Messages 3.36* 0.15 0.05
Private Positive Messages 3.69* 0.09 0.01
Topic modality
No significant difference
* : p. < .01
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Fig. 5. Derrida spectrum for Blank modality (blue line) and Topic modality (red line) is reported
for the private messages space (left plot) and for the private radar space (right plot)
Table 3. Frequencies of Ω-triangles and z -scores for Blank and Topic modalities
Blank Topic
Exp + - Ω zΩ + - Ω zΩ
1 18 34 14 1.4 26 38 23 1.3
2 22 40 18 0.1 18 50 29 1.8
3 16 28 9 1.4 14 48 24 2.6
4 10 48 16 1.7 32 40 33 2.1
5 12 30 3 -1.2 14 54 32 3.6
Average Value 15.6 35.9 12 0.68 20.8 46.1 28.2 2.28
In Fig. 5 we show the average Derrida coefficient functions for the private mes-
sages space and for the private radar space, for the Blank and the Topic modalities.
As we will discuss in the next section, by means of the Derrida coefficient we inves-
tigate the typical dispersion of the icons. The two figures show some differences in
the distribution of the cluster size with respect to the experimental conditions.
We finally investigated the density of the polarized triangles (see Section 2.3).
First for each experiment we computed the number of positive and negative
links among subjects. We also computed the number of the four possible polarized
triangles. The data for the Y triangles are reported in Table 2 for all the experiments.
4. Discussion and Conclusions
The goal of our experiment was to discover the strategies (heuristics) that the
subjects adopted to cope with the social problem posed by the tasks: assess own
affinity with others in presence and absence of an imposed topic in a virtual chatline,
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without considering the semantic content of messages. We assume that the provided
environment is not affecting the emotive/cognitive processes so that our results are
valid also for a second task we furthermore asked the participants to reach consensus
at least in some groups.
We assumed that the proposed tasks are so common in everyday life that all
subjects owned well-established personal strategies. We tried to put into evidence
the similarities and differences in strategies between the two tasks. We focused
the analysis on structural data (number of messages, timing, position of graphical
elements), trying to focus on context-free characteristics of the group dynamics.
A common ingredient of many recent studies in the field of socio- and econo-
physics is the concept of affinity (or social distance) among subjects. The affinity is
considered a fundamental parameter to model the opinion evolution of the group.
In our experiment we explicitly asked participants to assess their affinity or distance
with others by means of icons on a display called private radar. Consequently, we
investigated the relationship between the communicative dynamics and the personal
assessment of affinity, as revealed by the private radar.
First of all, we can notice that the public activity of subjects in the two modali-
ties seems approximate the same regime, (Fig. 3). A common feature of the average
activity and centrality is that in all the experiment the relative rank of subject
shows little variation (the more prolix remains so, similarly to the less prolix).
However, after the half of the experiment period, all subjects’ activity becomes
rather stationary.
We can interpret this behavior by assuming that the average time needed to
establish a group structure (speaker hierarchy, leader role, etc.) is about 20 minutes,
for a group of 10 participants. This implies that we can safely perform measurements
on the second half of the experimental period and consider them as ”stationary”
quantities
On the contrary, the participant behavior in private is quite different and is
much more changeful (Fig. 4). This seems to imply that the formation of allies
and cliques is a much slower process, probably due to the complexity of mutual
relationships. Therefore, we can expect that the private communications are much
more informative of the group dynamics than the public ones.
The analysis of variance of several quantities in the two modalities (Table 1)
reveals other informations about the differences in communication strategy and
affinity assessment. The Topic modality, having a quite stricter requirement, is
characterized by a smaller number of messages but larger displacements on the
private radar. Also the normalized average distance in the private radar is larger in
the Topic modality. Since the normalization puts the nearest icon at the origin, and
the farther at normalized distance one, a larger average distance indicated a more
skewed distribution of icons.
The Blank modality distribution (blue line) suggests that no typical structures
emerge from the private dynamics, and consequently a smooth decreasing distribu-
tion represents the relation between the cluster size and their probability of exis-
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tence.
In Topic distribution (red line) a typical coarse graining of the network’s clus-
ters seems to emerge. In spite of the noise in data, a plateau is detectable for the
Derrida value of 0.32, suggesting a partition in three groups for the final communica-
tive private network. For large p, the two curves became almost undistinguishable
indicating that the short distance distribution is independent from the task.
The same analysis has been conducted on the private radar space, where by
means of the Derrida coefficient we investigate the typical dispersion of the icons.
The average Derrida coefficient functions for the private messages space and for the
private radar space are reported in Fig. 5, for the Blank and the Topic modalities.
Since the Derrida coefficient is an indicator of the number of clusters, going from 1
(all in a single cluster) to 1/N (N=number of nodes) for no clusters at all [30]. Both
curves have a similar sigmoid shape, and the same asymptotic behavior, however for
small p the Blank modality has a longer initial plateau. Nevertheless, in the Topic
modality (red line), the icons appear characterized by a larger average distance from
the centre but less dispersed than in the blank modality.
Our interpretation of the results is that people in the Blank modality is more
concentrated in showing themselves, while in a topic modality one gives more at-
tention in reading other messages and trying to infer other’s mutual relationship.
On the other hand, the number of polarized links is larger in the Topic modality
than in the Blank one.
In particular, whilst the X, Y and W triangle distributions are not significantly
different from the null hypothesis in all the experiments and both modalities, we
found that the + − − (Ω) triangle distribution in the Topic modality (Table 3)
is significantly different from the null-hypothesis, revealing a strategy that goes
beyond the pair relationships. Indeed, such a clique could represent a situation in
which two individuals are allied against a third one, suggesting among the possible
interpretations, that the cognitive strategy adopted by the subjects is inspired by
the principle “the enemy of my enemy is my friend”.
According to such a strategy, only the cliques X and Ω are stable, while the Y and
W are unstable. So, if the inner dynamics of the system is pairwise, not only a final
situation with all negative links is also possible, but the density of Ω triangles should
be the same as in a system where the sign of the links is uniformly picked at random.
Instead, in the topic modality part we see that the final distribution is not consistent
with a pairwise interaction among individuals, meaning that every agent sets his/her
relationship with another one taking care of his/her entire neighborhood, and “the
enemy of my enemy is my friend”can be assumed as a possible good strategy to
form alliances against a common opponent, and reach a stable configuration.
The angular distribution of icons in the private radar (both modalities) however
does not show any tendency to cluster: people used this instrument to remember
others’ distance, but not for remembering alliances. The analysis of the polarized
3-vertex cliques could be a precious observable for the human network analysis [1,
3].
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The analysis of the Student t confirms the use of different strategies of affinity
assessment in the two modalities (Table 2). In the Blank modalities, there is a large
correlation among the exchanged messages and the final affinity, while this is not
true for the Topic modality.
While participants in the Blank modality seem to follow the classical assump-
tions of opinion formation theories, where the frequency of interactions is determi-
nant for diminishing the social distance (or increasing affinity) and consequently
determining the convergence of opinions, this behavior is not present in the Topic
modality, although part of this task concerned the formation of group of coherent
opinion.
We interpret this difference as a signature of the adoption of different strate-
gies or heuristics. We suppose that in the Topic modality the semantic content of
exchanged messages played a major role, and that participants preferred to infer
other’s opinion by observation and not by direct communication.
This supports the Lewin’s assumption about a strong group effect on individual
behavior (psychological field); most of quantities that we analyzed do not exhibit
differences at the level of the single individual in the two modalities, except the
explicit assessment of affinity with others, which is a group-related quantity. From
these results it seems that, at least in a controlled chat experiment, it is not possible
to understand (and modeling) the group behavior starting from the observation of
a single individual, and on the other hand it is not possible to understand the
evolution of the individual cognitive heuristics without taking into account the
interdependency between the individual strategies and the group structure. Further
investigations and an analysis of the semantic content of messages are required in
order to confirm these hypotheses and extend them in real-life situations.
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